Achieving engagement with a Deliberate Practice programme using portable laparoscopy simulators - “Incentivised Laparoscopy Practice”.
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WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT

- Attaining automation of motor skills is essential to free up operating surgeons’ attention for higher cognitive functions.
- Laparoscopic operating skills can transfer from simulation to the operating room, and deliberate practice is the most important variable in the development of expertise.
- Simply providing take-home portable simulators to surgical trainees, even with online training programmes, is insufficient to facilitate consistent deliberate practice by more than a minority of trainees.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

- A package of evidence-based reforms transformed participation of Core Surgical trainees in a 6-month programme of practice using take-home portable simulators, resulting in near-100% engagement.
- Such reforms are complex, including motivators for learning, individual and group practice, intermittent feedback, clear goals and assessments, and adoption into a wider curriculum reform called “Improving Surgical Training”.
- The improved engagement with this form of remote simulation-based training did not continue in the face of a national “lockdown” for the COVID19 pandemic, where there was widespread redeployment of trainees.
ABSTRACT

Background

The transfer validity of portable laparoscopy simulation is well established. However, attempts to integrate take-home simulation into surgical training have met with inconsistent engagement, as reported in our 2014-15 study of an Incentivised Laparoscopy Practice (ILP) programme. Our subsequent multi-centre study examined barriers and facilitators, informing revisions of the programme for 2018-20. We now report engagement with the revised versions.

Methods

In ILP v2.1 and 2.2, two consecutive year-groups of new CSTs (n= 48 and 46) were loaned portable simulators. The 6-month programme included induction, technical support, and intermittent feedback. Six tasks were prescribed, with video instruction and charting of metric scores. Video uploads were required and scored by faculty. A pass resulted in an eCertificate, expected at Annual Review. ILP was set within a wider reform, “Improving Surgical Training”.

Results

ILP v2.1 and 2.2 saw pass rates of 94% and 76% (45/48 and 35/46 trainees respectively), compared with only 26% (7/27) in v1, despite the v2.1 and v2.2 groups having less electronic gaming experience. In the ILP v2.2 group, 73% reported their engagement was adversely affected by COVID19 redeployments.

Conclusions

Simply providing kit, no matter how good, is not enough. To achieve trainee engagement with take-home simulators, as in ILP v2, a whole programme is required, with motivated learning, individual and group practice, intermittent feedback, and clear goals and assessments. ILP is a complex intervention, best understood as a “reform within a reform, within a context.” This may explain why trainee engagement fell away during early pandemic conditions.
INTRODUCTION

Laparoscopic operating skills gained in the early years of surgical training have been reported to fall short of desirable standards, even in contexts where formal assessment of these skills has been introduced to support quality assurance (e.g. the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery exam). The reasons for this gap between actual and desired levels of competence are complex but may be related, at least to some extent, to trainee/resident practice using simulation being mostly ad hoc and self-directed, rather than deliberate and structured.

Drawing on the principles and outcomes reported widely in disciplines such as music and sports, some training programmes in the UK and Ireland have provided trainees with resources and guidance for deliberate Practice (DP) in their own time using portable simulators and a modular curriculum. Evidence suggests that DP is the most important variable in the development of expertise as only once automation is achieved is a trainee’s attention (“bandwidth”) freed up for the higher cognitive functions of surgery, i.e., non-technical skills. However, in contrast with professional musicians and sports people, it has proved surprisingly difficult to achieve consistent engagement with DP amongst surgeons in training. Yet if trainees do not engage with DP, then they may struggle to gain necessary skills within limited training hours and restricted access to patients.

In the first of our group’s two previous studies, we reported that only 7 of 21 Scottish Core Surgical trainees (residency year 1 and 2) completed a modular DP programme using take-home laparoscopic simulators (“Incentivised Laparoscopy Practice” (ILP)) in 2014-15. This lack of engagement was noted despite the robust and portable chosen simulators (eoSim, eosurgical, Edinburgh, UK; eosurgical.com) being loaned to the trainees free-of-charge. The simulator’s instrument tracking software complemented the well-validated online curriculum of modular tasks and instructional videos. Cumulatively, the hardware and software enabled trainees to see their metric scores and upload videos for structured scoring by faculty (app.surgtrac.com). Moreover, trainees completing and passing the programme were rewarded with an incentive (an eCertificate) to provide evidence to their trainers. However, the reasons given for non-completion included technical problems, competing demands on time (e.g., College examinations [MRCS]), career intentions in non-abdominal subspecialties, and lack of understanding of the educational rationale behind the programme.

Having noted similar experiences reported by colleagues in the Republic of Ireland and in the Wessex and Severn deaneries of England, we proceeded to a second study in 2017. Its design was also informed by a thematic analysis of 22 papers published in 2016 identifying the core factors for successful “off-site training of laparoscopic skills”. The aim of this second study was to further explore the barriers and facilitators to engagement with ILP in all 4 geographical regions via focus groups with trainees and trainers, as a basis for redesign of our ILP programme in Scotland.

Now in this third paper, we report how these principles and the information gathered from our own studies, informed the Scottish Surgical Simulation Collaborative’s (SSSC) further development of a DP programme - ILP - and affected trainee engagement.
**Figure 1.** The 6 modular tasks comprising the core level programme (screenshot from eosurgical.com).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
<th>Elite</th>
<th>OB/GYN</th>
<th>FLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Tissue</td>
<td>Interloop Current</td>
<td>PEG CRINKLE</td>
<td>PVC CIRCUIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rib Stacking</td>
<td>Posta Foot</td>
<td>Pneum Cup &amp; Stents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**METHODS**

As this was a service quality improvement process, ethics approval was not required.

The focus group findings from the second study \(^{12}\) and how we responded to these in the redesign process are presented in Table 1. Note that some of these changes were incorporated for the Scottish Core Surgical year 1 trainees of 2018-2019 (n=48) (“ILP 2.1”). For the 46 trainees in year 2019-20, we made some further refinements for (“ILP 2.2”), to embed it even further into the wider core surgical training system. These were: shifting the timing of induction and assessments, group practice in Boot Camp, and a requirement to upload six videos (one for each module) for scoring by one of a panel of trainers using a structured assessment proforma similar to OSATS (Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skill \(^{14}\), figure 2). The pass mark (an average 9/21 per video) was determined by previous years’ data, being set just below the typical level that was achieved only by trainees who had put in significant hours of practice.

After completion of Year 1 of ILP/Core Surgical Training, each year group was sent an e-survey. This requested demographic information plus previous laparoscopy and gaming experience, so groups that could be directly compared with the ILP 1 group \(^{10}\).
Table 1: ILPS 2: evidence-informed curriculum reform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness of ILP and the benefits of simulation and deliberate practice among trainers.</td>
<td>ILP was incorporated into a wider simulation strategy within the Scottish arm of the UK “Improving Surgical Training” pilot (“Improving Surgical Training — Royal College of Surgeons,” 2015). This allowed inclusion in IST update sessions, reaching trainers across the 14 Scottish hospitals involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness of ILP and the benefits of simulation and deliberate practice among trainees.</td>
<td>Teaching on the rationale for simulation, DP and ILP incorporated into trainees’ Boot Camps. (surgicalbootcamps.com)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical issues.</td>
<td>Technical trouble shooting incorporated into Boot Camps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competing commitments; timing too close to MRCS exams.</td>
<td>(ILP 2.2) Induction moved to start-of-year, practice built into Boot Camp, face-to-face assessments earlier (thus avoiding exam season).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A dissatisfaction with automated or remote feedback, and a preference for face-to-face performance feedback (1).</td>
<td>Trainees could practise on their own but also in “Skills Club” groups (in some hospitals) and/or with Educational Supervisors (every hospital).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A dissatisfaction with automated or remote feedback, and a preference for face-to-face performance feedback (2).</td>
<td>Video uploads and face-to-face assessments of tasks during the year, with feedback. For ILP 2.1 - 2/6 tasks to be uploaded during the year (specified at three weeks’ notice) and 2/6 tasks at face-to-face assessment after 5-7 months (specified on the day). For ILP 2.2 - video upload of all six tasks during the year, and 2/6 repeated at final face-to-face assessment. (Minimum mean score of 9/21 required on structured assessment of videos and live assessments - figure 2.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A focus on “points scoring” for career progression.</td>
<td>ILP completion could not be made an absolute condition for satisfactory ARCP outcome (UK-wide system). However, it was considered alongside other evidence of engagement and progression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A perception that operative skill was not rewarded.</td>
<td>Assessments were required to achieve a core level certificate. On completion of core level, trainees could voluntarily compete for additional awards at advanced level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS

The ILP 1 study in 2014-15 had recruited only about a quarter of the Scottish CST years 1 and 2 cohorts to the project on a voluntary basis (27 trainees). In contrast, once the revised programme was made an expected part of the IST simulation strategy from 2018, the ILP 2.1 and 2.2 cohorts then included the entire 1st year group each year: 48 trainees in 2018-19 and 46 trainees in 2019-20.

Table 2 shows the proportion of each cohort completing the programme and attaining the OSATS pass mark of at least 9/21 (whether at final face-to-face assessment in ILP 1 and 2.1, or across 6 uploaded videos in ILP 2.2). This completion rate rose from just 26% in ILP 1 to 94% and 76% in ILP 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. In the latter group, of the 22 who completed the survey, the majority (16 trainees) said their engagement had been adversely affected by the COVID19 pandemic, which affected Scotland mostly from March 2021, i.e. about 2 months before the closing date for video uploads.

The ILP 2.1 and 2.2 trainee cohorts were slightly older (40% and 32% over 30, compared with 17% of the ILP 1 group) and more evenly balanced for sex (48% and 50% male, compared with 63% in ILP 1).

The majority of ILP 2.1 and 2.2 trainees had assisted at laparoscopic surgery before starting the programme; 44% and 42% had previously mobilised a gallbladder or an appendix (see table 2). No data on prior laparoscopic experience were available from the earlier ILP 1 group.

Whereas 31% of the earlier ILP 1 group had reported prior electronic gaming experience of at least 3 hours a week, only 12% and 9% of the ILP 2.1 and 2.2 groups did so.
Table 2. Comparison of the ILP 1, 2.1 and 2.2 groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part of IST pilot</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of trainees participating</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core level result</td>
<td>Completed &amp; passed 7 (26%)</td>
<td>45 (94%)</td>
<td>35 (76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Failed to complete &amp; pass 20 (74%)</td>
<td>2 (4%)</td>
<td>11 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absent from final assess 0</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No responding to survey</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No answer</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement adversely affected by pandemic?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>16 (73%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>24-29 19 (83%)</td>
<td>12 (48%)</td>
<td>15 (68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-35 4 (17%)</td>
<td>10 (40%)</td>
<td>7 (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;35 0</td>
<td>3 (12%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Male 17 (63%)</td>
<td>12 (48%)</td>
<td>11 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 10 (37%)</td>
<td>11 (44%)</td>
<td>10 (46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prefer not to say / answer 0</td>
<td>2 (8%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior laparoscopic surgery experience</td>
<td>Assisted lap surg 1-5 x 4 (16%)</td>
<td>14 (56%)</td>
<td>6 (27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assisted lap surg &gt;5 x 14 (56%)</td>
<td>11 (44%)</td>
<td>10 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobilised GB or appendix 6 (24%)</td>
<td>5 (23%)</td>
<td>9 (41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-5 prior lap sim sessions 1 (4%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;5 prior lap sim sessions 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming experience</td>
<td>&gt;3 hrs /week 7 (31%)</td>
<td>3 (12%)</td>
<td>2 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None or &lt; 3hrs /week 15 (65%)</td>
<td>22 (88%)</td>
<td>19 (86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did not answer 1 (4%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

To address a gap in knowledge, we completed a series of studies examining how best to engage core surgical trainees with home-based Deliberate Practice (DP) of laparoscopic skills using box simulators (ILP). We report on how the findings from the initial study were the basis for redesigning ILP, and the redesigned ILP was the first programme to show success with take-home laparoscopic practice in respect of trainee completion and pass rates.

In retrospect, what we designed was a complex educational intervention. In health services research, complex interventions are generally defined as those that involve more than one component. The Medical Research Council (MRC) for the development, implementation and evaluation of complex interventions describes several aspects of complexity. These can be extrapolated to educational interventions such as the one we report: the number of different components within the intervention (e.g., the different tasks, need to upload tasks, eCertificate); engaging with the task (involving motivation, time management, understanding why DP is relevant to them); who is involved (not only trainees but also educational supervisors); the outcomes (were the gains clear to trainees?); and how tailored the intervention is to individual learners (in respect of, for example, pace, but also wider issues such as proximity to MRCS). All these components interact.
in non-linear ways which affect how an educational innovation is perceived and engaged with, and ultimately the outcomes it achieves. Simply handing out kit, no matter how good, is not enough. A whole programme is required, with motivated learning, easy, distributed access to practice, intermittent feedback, and clear goals and testing.

We drew heavily on the evidence base for DP and simulation, and our own knowledge of surgical training. Our initial ILP can be considered a feasibility study, to test our procedures, assess engagement/recruitment and retention and determine what worked and what didn’t. In this way, following the cyclical, interactive process proposed by the MRC framework, the findings from that initial study resulted in the thoughtful application of evidence-based frameworks and concepts to the current ILP programme: the introduction of a dedicated taught cognitive component at a Surgical Bootcamp prior to issue of the take-home simulators, automatic recruitment of all core trainees into the programme, incorporating distributed practice with regular formative assessments, proficiency-based partial-task training and faculty engagement. We also addressed technical issues. All changes had the aim of incentivising DP.

It was not only the novel intervention at study that was complex; it in turn took place within an existing complex intervention (surgical training) which itself was changing at the time of our studies (e.g. the shift to Improving Surgical Training [IST]). This wider curricular change may have impacted positively on ILP outcomes: the IST proposal recommends simulation as part of the core curriculum, and this is likely to have helped trainee and trainer engagement. The advent of IST was temporally correlated with an increasing interest in the CST programme, as evidenced by the competition ratios (number of applicants for each successful appointment): 2016 - 2.53, 2017 - 2.56, then for IST 2018 - 2.94, and 2019 - 2.93.

Finally, the context of surgical training is itself not free from other external influences: for example, the COVID19 lockdown (including redeployment of some surgical trainees to other departments) clearly impacted on the engagement and outcomes of the ILP 2.2 group, even though ILP might have been seen by many as the ideal remote training modality for the moment. This is consistent with our argument that ILP does not work in isolation. It will be interesting to observe engagement in the coming year, once the training programmes have adapted to supporting trainees during the ongoing pandemic.

The multi-faceted nature of ILP and the relatively small number of Core Surgical trainees in Scotland limits evaluation of outcomes. However, the proportion of trainees who completed the core level of ILP in the second group was substantially greater than those who took part in the first intervention. While acknowledging this might have been a cohort effect, we suggest it does indicate that the lessons learned, and changes made after the first ILP improved the effectiveness of ILP. However, was the improved engagement a consequence of one, or a combination, of the changes outlined in Table 1? We have no way of knowing – teasing out the active ingredients of ILP and indeed other surgical education interventions requires further study.

We aim now to apply the lessons to another take-home practice scheme for year 2 of CST, involving vascular anastomoses practised using 3D-printed hydrogel models and kits posted to trainees. We know it will not be enough simply to hand out the kit.
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